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Introduction

● Setting the scene - why do we have a trust deficit?
● What are the consequences of the trust deficit for investment?  
● What low cost, practical steps can be taken to improve trust and 

thus investment? 



SAMRAD Debacle?
Absolutely fine, working perfectly for 10-years - now suddenly a “nightmare”?

?
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After a decade of these denials, obfuscations, untruths and misstatements, the
backlog of 5 326 applications (which will take a decade to clear at pre-Covid
processing rates) has simply become too large to hide.

Much like a flood bursting through a dam of lies, the truth is now out.



Recent uncertainty...
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Broken Promises break Trust

● The MPRDA and the Mining Charter was a grand compromise
● No one was happy, as is the nature of compromises
● Sold to local and international investors in 2002/4 on the basis that BEE 

ownership requirement in the first Mining Charter was final 
● In 2018 this promise was broken and the ownership was increased to 30% -

and made retrospective with a third extra-legal Mining Charter

A trajectory of ever more onerous 
Mining Charters is now set 

- what will Mining Charter IV require?



Why should any investor trust the DMRE?

● The application backlog was kept hidden from the public
for almost a decade

● Courts have found the DMRE to be “institutionally
incompetent”

● There has been extensive corruption in Regional Offices
● Potential investors, both local and foreign, continue to

privately report being treated with disdain and contempt
by both officials and politicians

● And by all reports there is no distinction between current
“Thuma Mina” officials and politicians and the “Zuma
Years” predecessors



Investors’ perceptions are reality 



SA’s share of all Africa’s exploration budgets

35%

7.7%

SA’s share of global exploration 
spend has fallen from 5% to <1% 
over the same period



SARB - GFCF: Mineral Exploration & Evaluation

SAMRAD was implemented in 
2010/11



Fraser Institute Annual Survey of Mining Companies 2020



Mining Journal Intelligence: World Risk Report 2020

2017 - 56th of 85 (66th percentile) 
tied with Honduras & Mongolia

2018 - 64th of 96 (67th percentile) 
tied with Mali

2019 - 70th of 99 (71st percentile) 
tied with Eritrea, Ecuador and 
Gabon

2020 - 78th of 101 (77th 
percentile)  tied with Zambia, 
Mauritania, North Macedonia, 
Nigeria, Burkina Faso and 
Kyrgyzstan 



Investors’ perceptions are reality and 
investors, regardless of what they say 
publicly, don’t trust South Africa as a 

place to invest in exploration  





The announced Exploration Strategy -
negotiated in secret between Big Business 
and Big Government, is already 3 months 
behind schedule with no communication as 
to why it is delayed…



Collective Responsibility - not a chance!

There is a trust deficit - caused by the DMRE, which is the responsibility of the 
DMRE to fix. 

If the DMRE has any hope of eliminating the trust deficit it needs to implement 
“confidence building measures” - these are low cost, practical and unilateral steps 

that can be taken to build trust and re-establish some level of credibility



Confidence Building Measure One

Immediately issue an instruction to the database administrator of SAMRAD to 
extract, into a suitable standard file format;

● Details of every existing accepted and granted application, by applicant 
name and reference number, by commodity, with GIS polygons and 
granting and expiry dates etc and publish the file on the DMRE website

● Routinely publish details of all newly accepted applications on the DMRE 
website

The industry and the public can use their own GIS systems to examine the 
data and assist the DMRE to clean it up



Confidence Building Measure Two

Announce what the explicit requirements are for BEE 
ownership on Prospecting Right applications

Issue a circular to regional offices setting it out the 
position and publish the circular on the DMRE website



Confidence Building Measure Three

Start the process to replace SAMRAD

Disclose to the public the process to be used and deadlines 

Publish for comment, before issuing the 

● RFI; then the
● RFP

Open the Tender Adjudication Committee to public observers - undertake to 
make all departmental tender processes open and fair with public access as 
standard



Confidence Building Measure Four

Get the Regional Offices the basic tools-of-trade to do their jobs

● Working printers, paper and toner
● WFH data
● Working computers and network access

Provide regular status updates on filling the 60 vacant senior positions across 
the department

Fix the problems and report progress monthly - be honest and open, with 
weekly or monthly public reporting 



Confidence Building Measure Five

Acknowledge that State Capture is real and that it has affected trust in 
government and trust in DMRE

Announce concrete steps to open up the DMRE to public scrutiny by making 
real transparency, rather than the current secrecy, as the default position in 
all the DMRE’s dealings 

Consequently, announce that South Africa will become an implementing 
country of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, alongside 
countries like the UK, Norway, Germany, Zambia, Mozambique and Tanzania



Confidence Building Measure Six

Publish a weekly dashboard on the DMRE website - showing the status of the 
backlog and progress in clearing it per province, per application type...



Conclusion

● I believe the default position should be to no longer believe anything the 
DMRE officials or the Minister says - but rather to wait to see what they 
actually do

● Fixing the trust deficit is not a collective effort - it is now all up to the 
department to do the right thing

The biggest obstacle to the growth and transformation of South Africa’s mining industry 
is the DMRE itself - all utterances by politicians and official suggesting otherwise should 
be met with derision


